that if H were a subgroup of G, then the lemma would follow by Frobenius reciprocity. In general, since G is a p-group, there exists a KG-submodule L c N such that L = K. I where 1~ Sot(N). Then M@ L ZM and MQ L is a KG-submodule of MON. Since (M@L)" is a free KH-module and since KH is a self-injective algebra (see [6, (62. 3)]), we must have that
(MOR?HP(MOL)HO(MO(N/L))H.
The lemma follows by induction on the dimension of N.
If M is a KG-module, then there exists a free KG-module F and an epimorphism cp : F-M. The kernel of cp is isomorphic to Q(M)@F' where F' is a projective KGmodule and D(M) has no projective submodules. Similarly there is a projective KGmodule E and a monomorphism w: M-E whose cokernel is isomorphic to
where E'is projective and n-'(M) has no projective submodules. It is known (see (111) that the isomorphism classes of Q(M) and C?-'(M) are independent of the choices of F, E, 9, and V. Inductively we define Q"(M) = l2(W'-'(M)) and Q-"(M) = Q-I(Q-"+ l(M)) for all n > 1. Note that when M is a KG-module with no projective submodules, then M is periodic if and only if Q"(M) =A2 for some positive integer ft.
Recall that a KG-module is projective if and only if its restriction to a Sylow psubgroup of G is free. If P, N are KG-modules with P projective, then, by Lemma 2.2, PaK N is projective. For any KG-module M there exists an exact sequence +P,_, -+...--+p,-+p,-+M+) where PO, PI, . . . , P,_, are projective. By tensoring the sequence with N we get the following.
O-+R"(M)

Lemma 2.3. Let M, N be KG-modules. For any nonzero integer n S2"(M)@NzQ"(M@N)@F where F is a projective KG-module.
The following theorem will be needed in later sections. The first statement is Lemma 11.8 of [7] . The second statement can be deduced from Corollary 5.4 of [2] .
Theorem 2.4. Let G = (x Ir . . . ,x,> and if u, , u2 are nonzero elements of I/ such that M, , + u,l is not a free K( 1 + ui)-module, i = 1, 2, then there exists u E K such that u, = au2.
The important condition
Let G be a finite p-group. The symbol KG denotes the one-dimensional KGmodule with trivial G-action. When there is no danger of confusion we write K instead of Ko. Suppose that A = (x1, . . . , x, ) is an elementary abelian subgroup of G of order p'. Let u = xi=, ai(xi-1) # 0 where aiE K. Then 1 + u is a unit of order p in KG. Moreover, KG is free as a K( 1 + u)-module.
Definition 3.1. Let n be a positive integer. We say that G satisfies condition C(n) provided that for any maximal elementary abelian subgroup A there exists a choice Xl. ***. X, of generators for A such that for any nonzero element u = C:=, ai(xi -l), a;~ K, there is a KG-homomorphism cp : Q"(K)+K such that the kernel of rp is free as a K( 1 + u)-module.
Let U= (1 +u>. Since KG is free as a KU-module, we have that R"(K)"= 12"(KU)@E where E is a free KU-module. But Qn(KU)z KU when n is even and Q"(Ku) I R(K,) when n is odd. Hence if pf 2 and G satisfies condition C(n), then n must be an even integer. When n is an even integer let y(n, U) be an element of Q"(K) which generates a component of Q"(K)L; isomorphic to KU. That is, y(n, U) is a KUgenerator for CP(K)o but u -y(n, u) = 0. 
Let (X,E) be a minimal free KG-resolution of K. That is, X= @i=oX;and we have an exact sequence 
K-0.
Each Xi is a free KG-module. Since G is a p-group, the mimality condition insures that a,(X,,) z X,/a,, + ,(X,, + ,) z P(K), and that 8,(X,,) c Rad KG -X, _ , . Consequently, if 9 E Horn&X,, K) then 90a,,+, = 0. So every element in Hom&X,K) is a cocycle and every coboundary is zero. Let cl(9) denote the class of the element 9 in Ext&(K, K). We have proved the following. In order to prove the theorem we need two lemmas. 
where the row homomorphisms are cup product, is commutative for all m > 0, n > 0.
Proof. The fact that KG is projective as a KU-module implies that any projective KG-resolution of K is also a projective KU-resolution of KU. If U is a subgroup of G, then the lemma is obvious since in this case A GoB = (e@e)oA u where do, A u are the diagonal maps on G and U respectively. However, this is not the case in general. Even so, Proposition 8.4.5 of [12] indicates that, in the present situation, cup product is independent of the diagonal map. More specifically, an element of Exti,(K, K) may be regarded as an equivalence class B of exact sequences of length n and with beginning and ending terms being K. Then e*(a) = ou, the restriction of CJ to a class of sequences of KU-modules. A theorem by Yoneda (see Theorem 8.4.1 of [12] ) states that the external product of CT with a'EExt;
i.e. it is the Yoneda composite or splice of the two equivalence classes of sequences. Then the cup product oUo' is simply ~06'. Since (QO~')~= auoa'", the diagram (3.6) commutes. 
into KG. Suppose that n is a positive integer and that n is even if p # 2. A KG-homomorphism v, : P(K)+ K has the property that its kernel is free as a KU-module if and only if P(cl(v)) f 0 in Ext&_,(K,K).
Proof. Let (X,a) be a minimal projective KG-resolution of K. For each rz0 let Y,=KU. Let yr be a KU-generator for Y,. Define 13': Y,-Yr_, by ZCy&=uSy,_, where s= 1 if r is odd and s=p-1 if r is even. Then Y= Cr,c Y, together with the augmentation E': Y,,-+K"is a minimal free KU-resolution of Ku. Let C: Y+XLI be a KU-chain map which lifts the identity on Ku. Now {(y,) E X, is a KU-generator of (XII) u* and MY,) E ax, + I. Hence the image of ((y,) in O"(K) generates a component isomorphic to K"in some decomposition of Qn(K)v. By Lemma 3.2, the kernel of rp will be free as a KU-module if and only if ~(<,(y,,)) # 0. Since cl(cpoM = fI*(cl co), this proves the lemma.
We are now prepared to prove Theorem 3.4. By the previous lemma e*(cl rp) # 0, where 6: KU-KH is induced by the inclusion of U into H. By Lemma 3.5, e*([cl ~1") = [e*(cl p)]" which is known to be nonzero. Therefore if p : KU+KG is the composition of 8 with the inclusion of KH into KG, then ~*(cl w)= 8*resd,,(cl w) = e*([cl cp]")#O. The theorem is proved by Lemma 3.7.
By letting H= G, we can easily deduce the following. 
Direct products of groups
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem and to derive some consequences of it. It will be shown later that each of the integers, ni, in the theorem can be assumed to be of the form 2~' for some integer 1. In this case n is the larger of the integers n,, n2. Cfii((l,Yi) -1). and u = U, + u2. It remains only to show that there exists a homomorphism rp: Q"(K)+K whose kernel if free as a KU-module when U= (1 + u). Without loss of generality we may assume that u,#O.
Let (X, E) be a minimal free KH, -resolution of K and let (X', E') be a minimal free KH2-resolution of K. Then Y=X@X'with e"=e@&':X@X'~K@KzKis a free KG-resolution of K. Here Y,,,= Cr+s=m X,@X; and the boundary homomorphism is given by 8"(x@x') = axox'+ (-l)'x@#X for xE X,, x'EXI,.
Note that, because of the minimality, we may assume that Xea KH,, X0= KHz. For every r, fl,X,raX,+,, g2X;caX;+,. Now GY,,,= Cr+s=mA,X,@A2X;. Let x be a generator for X, and let x' be a generator for X*. There exists an element ZEXr.1 such that at = A,x. Therefore d(x, @xz) = fi,x@f12x'= ~(z@A,x'). So by Lemma 2.1, Y,&3"Ym+, has no free submodules. Hence ( Y,E") is a minimal free KG-resolution of K. In particular the image of any generator of Y,,, is a generator in Y&3"Y,, + , P P'(K).
Before proceeding further with the proof of Theorem 4.1 we should note that using Lemma 3.3 we can easily deduce the following well-known result. Suppose that u2= 0, i.e. u = u,. From Definition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 we get that there is a generator x of X, such that u,x~aX,,+,.
Let a denote a generator for
XbzKH2.
Then u,(x@a)=u,x@acd"Y,,+,.
Since x@a is a generator for Y,. its image in Q"(K) must generate the component isomorphic to KU in some decomposition of Qn(K)u. By Lemma 3.2 there is a homomorphism cp: Q"(K)-+K whose kernel is free as a KU-module.
Assume now that u,#0#u2. Let U,=(l+u,), U2=(l+u2). Now U,, U2are both cyclic of order p. Let Zi= KU, for all iz0 and define a^,: Zi+Zi_ , to be multiplication by U, if i is odd and multiplication by UC-' if i is even. Then Z= Ci=c Z; together with the augmentation E^ : Z0 4K is a KU, -projective resolution of K. Let (Z', El') be the similarly constructed KU,-resolution of K. There exist chain homomorphisms w : Z-+XU, and I#: Z '*X;. which lift the identity maps on KU,, Ku2 respectively. As before, W= Z@Z' is a minimal free K(U, x U2) resolution of K and I,V x v/' is a chain homomorphism which lifts the identity on K. For each i let z;, E: be generators for Zi, Z; respectively. By Lemma 3.2 v&,) is a generator for X,, such that U, w(t,) E ax,, + , . Now u/'(tb) is a generator for X0 since E'w'(&)= E'(zb) # 0. Therefore w@ y/'(z,@rb) is a KG-generator for Y,.
For convenience we identify ut with uI @ 1 in KGzKHI@KH2. Do similarly for u2. Then for XE X, x'EX', we have ut(x@x') = (u,x)@x'. Now recall that n must be even unless p = 2, in which case -1 = 1. If n is even let while if n is odd let v= i z,_;Qzj. j=O Note that v is a generator for W,, and that w,@w~(v) is a generator for Y,,. We claim that uv = (ut + u2)v is in a^n W,, ,. It is easy to check that 
If G is an abelian p-group, then G satisfies condition C(2). If p = 2 and G is an elementary abelian 2-group, then G satisfies C( 1).
Proof. G can be written as a direct product of cyclic groups of order p'. If H is a cyclic group of order p', then Q2(KH)zKH (if ~'22, .Q(KH) n KH) and H must satisfy condition C(2) (C( 1) if pt = 2).
General p-groups
The proof of the following theorem uses the norm and transfer maps. In order to make the arguments self-contained we give a brief development of the necessary results. The reader is referred to [9] for more complete details. Let d denote the semi-direct product of J and S. In G the multiplication is given by u; u')V; u') =u+ u'(j'); ui+') for allj,j'EJ.
Note that G is isomorphic to the wreath product of H and G/H. There is a homomorphism @ : G-G given by where Ha = Hgk and where the elements h(a, i) are determined by the rule g'a = h(a, i)g' for OS lop -1 (i.e. i+ k= Imodp). Since @ is one-to-one we may regard G as a subgroup of G.
Let (X,E) be a KH-projective resolution of K. As in the previous section, the complex Y=X@...@X (p times) with the augmentation E'=E@...@E is a KJ projective resolution of K. We may define an action of S on Y by u(x,,~...~X~p_,)=(-l)"~~~~+~~~+~~-'~(Xn,~...~X~,_,~X~o) where X,,E X,,,. If (z, E") is a KS-projective resolution of K, then IV= Y@ 2 with ~'3 E" is a KG projective resolution of K. Here the action of 6 on W is given by di; u')(y@z) =i* u'(y)@u'z.
For any integer 1 let rl: KH+KH be the homomorphism defined by r,(h) =g'hg-' for all h E H. Each 7I induces a change of rings isomorphism 7: on Ext&(K,K). If d : H-+ J is the diagonal homomorphism then the embedding of H into J induced by @isthetwisteddiagonald'=rod wherer=rcx-~~~7~_i. By hypothesis there exists x E Ext&(K, K) such that e*(x) # 0. Let Xi= 7:(X). We have two cases to consider. 
The main theorem
Assume that K is a field of characteristic p. Definition 6.1. Let G be a p-group. Let A ,, . . . ,A, be a complete set of maximal elementary abelian subgroups of G. For each i, let B, be an abelian subgroup of G which contains A ; and which has maximal order among such groups. Let n, = /G : B,I and define n(G) to be the largest of the integers n;.
Note that n(G)=p" for some n, and that each n; divides n(G). The following result follows directly from Theorem 5.2 and the definitions.
Lemma 6.2. If G is a p-group then G satisfies condition C(2n(G)).
The next theorem is the principal result of this paper.
Theorem 6.3. Let G be a p-group and let K be a field of characteristic p. A KGmodule is periodic if and only if its restriction to every elementary abelian subgroup of G is periodic. The period of a periodic KG-module divides 2n(G).
Proof. Let A ,, . . . ,A, be as in Definition 6.1. If M is a periodic KG-module, then so is its restriction to any subgroup of G. So suppose that M is an indecomposable KGmodule whose restriction to every elementary abelian subgroup is periodic. We begin by assuming also that K is algebraically closed.
Consider first the restriction of M to A = A,. Suppose that where E is a free KA-module and where each L; is an indecomposable periodic KAmodule. Now, by Lemma 6.2, G satisfies condition C(2n(G)). Choose a collection Xl* ***, x, of generators of A which satisfy the condition of Definition 3.1. By Theorem 2.4, there exists, for each j, an element u(l,j) = Cf=, aij(xi-1) # 0, where (TOE K, such that Lj is not free as a KUij-module where Lrij= (1 +~(l,j)). Moreover, the elements u( 1,j) are unique up to nonzero scalar multiples. For eachj, there exists a homomorphism vj: $2 2n(G)(K)+K whose kernel is free as a KU,-module. From Lemma 3.2, we know that there is a generator v(l,j) E Q2n(G)(K) such that u( I,j) . v( I,j) = 0. Choose a homomorphism v, : Q2n(G)(K)-+K such that cp(v(l,j))#O for all j. Let N be the kernel of P. Then by Lemma 3.2, N is free as a KfJij-module for all j. Let W= NA @Lj and let u = C:=, fli(xi-l), where BiE K. If u is a scalar multiple of ~(1, i), then N is free as a K( I+ u)-module. If u is not a scalar multiple of u(1, j), then Lj is free as a K( I+ u)-module. In both cases, Wis free as a K( 1 + u)-module by Lemma 2.2. Therefore by Theorem 2.4, W is a free KAmodule. Consequently NA @MA I (NOM), is a free KA-module.
If we perform the same analysis on each Ai we get a collection of generators, v(i, j), of SZ2"(G)(K). S' mce K is algebraically closed (and hence infinite) we can find a homomorphism cp : R2@) (K)+K whose kernel N contains no v (i,j) . Hence the restriction of NOM to every At is a free module. A theorem by Chouinard [5] implies that NOM is a free KG-module. So the sequence 0-N@M+R2n'G'(K)@kf~ K&M-+0 splits. By Lemma 2.3, M is periodic and its period divides 2n(G).
If K is not algebraically closed, then let K' be its algebraic closure. We know that
From the Noether-Deuring theorem (see [6, (29. 7)]) we see that R'"(')(M)=M. This proves the theorem.
One result of the proof of Theorem 5.3 is the following. Proof. It is clear that every periodic module is bounded. Suppose that M is a bounded KG-module. If H is an abelian p-subgroup then Dim Q"(M& s Dim Qn(M) for all n. However, the corollary is known to hold for abelian p-groups [2] . So MH is a periodic KH-module whenever His an abelian p-subgroup of G. By Corollary 6.5, M is a periodic module. has the desired property. This proves the theorem.
Note added in proof
Recently Alperin and Evens [14] have proved a theorem concerning the complexity of KG-modules. A special case of their results says that a module is periodic if and only if its restriction to every elementary abelianp-subgroup is periodic. Their proof uses very sophisticated cohomological techniques.
